SPELD SA Phonic Books Set 8

Date ____________

Materials
Teacher: SPELD SA Phonic Books Set 8 Guidelines, phonic book
Student: worksheet, pencil and rubber, laminated sheet / mini whiteboard and dry wipe
pen with eraser, word book

Smokey the Kitten
Teacher reads the instructions aloud.
1. Read the book to the teacher. Use blending ‘right through the word’ strategy for unknown
regular words.
2. Tell the teacher what the book was about, whether you liked it or not, and why.
3. Discuss comprehension questions (from p 3) and work on new vocabulary with the teacher.
4. Tell the teacher 3 things about the book. Teacher scribes (if needed).

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
5. Hearing syllables. The teacher reads the following words for the student. The student uses a
syllable identifying strategy like chin drops to identify how many syllables are in the word.
Write the number of syllables next to the word.

suddenly ( ) house ( ) lonely( ) consonant ( ) litter ( )
6. Identifying syllable types : Type 1 Syllable – open
 If a syllable has a vowel at the end, it is open – there is no
consonant sound after the vowel, closing it in.


The vowel often says its name, which is the long sound, and is

Things to know
about syllables
Every syllable
has a vowel sound
When you say a

written using a single letter.

word, every time

1 syllable

2 syllables

3 syllables

she

ro/bot

Oc/to/ber

no

you drop your
chin you are
saying a syllable
Syllables are in
types that follow
rules

Your turn! Say the word. Split the word into syllables using chin drops.
Identify and highlight the open syllable. Sort the words into the table
above.

pretend

spider

go

secret

I

Syllables help
you spell and
read long words

potato
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7. Identifying syllable types : Type 2 Syllable – closed


If the syllable has one or more consonants after the vowel, it is a closed syllable.



The vowel will be short.

1 syllable words

2 syllable words

bed

nugget (nugg/et)

Your turn! Say the word. Split the word into syllables using chin drops. Identify and highlight
the closed syllable. Sort the words into the table above.

cat off running help quilt fun

bottom his on plastic

8. Identifying syllable types: Type 3 Syllable – vce*
*This syllable is often called magic ‘e’ or bossy ‘e’, where the <e> letter on the end of a word
unlocks/opens the vowel, or sends magic to the vowel so it says its name, the long vowel sound.
Look at the examples below and follow the -vce (magic ‘e’) pattern. Say the closed syllable
word (nonsense word or real). Add an <e> letter to write the new word. Say the new word using
the long vowel sound. Highlight the vowel sound. Draw a line to the correct picture for the new
word.

Word

slim

+ ‘ e ‘

New word

Match the picture

slime

pan
shad
slid
Challenge! The word below has 2 syllable types practised above. Can you identify them?

pancake
____ / ____
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9. Open Syllable: <y> says /ee/. The /ee/ sound at the end of a word with 2 or more syllables is
often written with the letter <y>.
Read the words below. Count the syllables using a strategy like chin drops. Write the number
of syllables next to the word and highlight the <y> says /ee/ sound.

quickly ( )

tricky ( )

oily ( )

lonely ( )

10. Choose 1 sentence from the book and read it to the teacher. Copy the sentence. Check your
sentences for correct spelling by ticking each correct letter-sound and correcting incorrect
letter-sounds.

___________________________________
11. Comprehension. Read the words. Choose the best word from the brackets. Write the new
sentence. Read the sentence.

Smokey is a (ragdoll, bigdoll, rogdoll) kitten.
_______________________________________
The kitten was just (three, twelve, ten) weeks old.
________________________________________
________________________________________
He runs quickly when he sees his dish go down on the
(files, tales, tiles)
________________________________________
________________________________________
12. Comprehension. Smokey is a very helpful cat and has many chores. Use the text to find 4 jobs
that Smokey helps with and list them in order.
1
2
3
4
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13. Dictation.
a. Sound and word revision sets 1-7: The teacher says each sound for the student to write on
a laminated sheet or whiteboard (“Write the sound /or/”). The teacher then says each word
for the student to write (“Write the word ‘short’ ”). The student repeats the word,
segments the word into sounds using fingers (sh-or-t) then writes the word.
Sounds: /oo/(as in ‘book’), /v/, /g/, /or/
Words: book, vent, goat, short
b. Sentence. Read the sentence with the teacher. Discuss difficult or new spellings and sight
words. For multisyllabic words, split the words into syllables. Repeat the sentence from
memory. Write the sentence on a laminated sheet or board. Tick correct letters and make
corrections. Check for capital letters and punctuation.

Swinging on the rope is tricky.
14. Teach how to detect the rhyming words in the top row and circle the words that rhyme. The
student reads the 3 words in the following rows and circles the words that rhyme.

home

rim

roam

mix

make

shake

winner

dinner

dine

spark

book

dark

15. Read the words. Tell the teacher a word that rhymes with each word. Write the word. The
teacher explains any words that rhyme but do not have the same spelling.

legs
bringing
bitten
16. With the teacher, find words in the text with a given sound. Read each word, write the word
and identify the position of the sound in the word. Is the sound at the beginning, the end or in
the middle of the word?

long ‘a’ sound

sh

long ‘e’ sound

a-e

<y> says /ee/

a-e

ee

a

ee
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17. Reading Fluency (words/minute). Read the words on the Fluency Word Chart as fast as you
can across the rows. The teacher will time you and say ‘Stop’ after one minute. If you get
to the end of the list, start at the beginning again.
Date :
I read _____ words in one minute.

/

/

___________ wpm

18. Encoding Sounds - spelling practice
Choose 5 words from the Fluency Word Chart.
For each word: 1) Say the word aloud. 2) Count the sounds, pinching your fingers as you say
each sound in the word. 3) Cover the word and write it on your whiteboard, making sure you
write the correct number of sounds. 4) Uncover the word and tick each correct letter. Make
corrections.
19. Special words. Use this mnemonic or memory trick to help you remember the spelling of could,
should and would. Say “Oh! You Lucky Duck!” for the letters ould as you write the words. For
these tricky words, the letters <oul> make the short /oo/ sound, as in book.
Fill in the blanks to find out what these lucky ducks are saying.

O u lucky duck

c____
sh _ _ _ _
w____

20. Insert a special word in the gap to complete the sentence. Remember to use a capital letter
for the first letter in a sentence or question.

Special words: would, should, could
1) ___________ you please pick me up later?
2) _____________ you like to come with me to the party?
3) We _________ be polite and not yell.
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21. Sentences make sense
Rearrange the words to make a sentence
 Look for the word with an upper case letter. It is likely to be the first word in a sentence.
 Look for the word that is followed by a full stop, question mark or exclamation mark. It is
likely to be the last word in a sentence.
 Move the remaining words around until the sentence makes sense.
*Suggestion – write the words on sticky notes so the student can move the words easily.

1.

still had

three

left.

They

___________________________________
2.

was

just

weeks old.

He

twelve

___________________________________
___________________________________
3. the fish

in the

He helps

morning.

to feed

___________________________________
___________________________________
22. Proofreading sentences
Find the errors and write the correct sentence.

1. smokey likes to hid unda the qilt.
(4 errors: 1 punctuation, 3 spelling)

___________________________________
___________________________________
2. he gibbles up his diner
(4 errors: 2 punctuation, 2 spelling)

___________________________________
___________________________________
3. szinging on the rop is triky

(5 errors: 2 punctuation, 3 spelling)

___________________________________
___________________________________
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21. Plan a recount
A recount tells about something that has happened in the past. A writer or speaker uses a
recount to tell about a story or an event in the order that the events occurred.
Plan a recount about getting something new, like a new pet or toy. Choose one of the following
titles or make your own.

a. My new pet ………………………………………………..
b. A day I brought home my new………………………………………………………..
Set the scene What was the event or item? When and where did it take place?
Who was in it? Why did it take place?

Events List 3 important events.
First, …

Then, …

Finally…

Ending Tell the reader about your favourite part of your new item and how you felt
about it.

Tell the teacher your recount.
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